CLAS/HIST/WMST 321 Paper Topics and Bibliography

Please note the following abbreviations:


**Matriarchy:**


**Misogyny and the Origins of Sexist Stereotypes:**


Sussman, Linda S.  "Workers and Drones: Labor, Idleness, and Gender Definition in Hesiod’s Beehive." *WAW* 79-93.


**Women in Homer:**


Foley, H.P. "Reverse Similes' and Sex Roles in the Odyssey." WAW 59-78.

**Women’s Voices: Sappho and Others:**

Stigers, E.S. "Sappho’s Private World." *RWA* 45-61.

**Women in Sparta:**


**Education and Literacy:**


**Women and Religion:**


**Amazons:**


**Women on Greek Vases:**


Women in Greek Drama:

Marriage:

Women at Home and the House:

Women in Family Life:


**Sexuality, Gynecology, Childbirth, etc.:**


Harris, Edward M. "Did the Athenians Regard Seduction as a Worse Crime Than Rape?" *Classical Quarterly* 40 (1990) 370–77.


Pomeroy, Sarah B. "Infanticide in Hellenistic Greece." *IWA* 207–222.
